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Abstract 

Art publishing is a collection of niche industries which face unique challenges compared 

to traditional trade publishing. Distribution for art publications is a persisting problem in 

the Canadian market; few art publishers are distributed within trade channels, leaving 

independent publishers, artist-run centres, small art presses and artist books to manage 

their own dissemination with limited resources. With Information Office, an independent 

design studio-turned-art book publisher as a primary case study, research into existing 

artist-led publisher funding, distribution, and marketing models are investigated and 

applied to the formation of this new enterprise. The results reveal ways in which similar 

models can engage with alternative modes of circulation such as alternative retailers and 

art book fairs, as well as creative marketing efforts, in order to build brand assets, 

network with the international community, and disseminate art publications to readers. 

Keywords:  Information Office; art publishing; art book fair; book distribution; book 

marketing 
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Chapter 1.  
 
Introduction 

 This report is the culmination of my research and work with artist-led publishing 

studio Information Office, between August 2018 and March 2020. Information Office (IO) 

began as a small but ambitious design practice which created graphic design, identity, 

web and book projects for cultural institutions and artists. In 2017 the company 

transitioned from a design service to a full “soup to nuts” art book publisher including a 

distribution service aptly named Distribution Office (DO).1  

 My initial role was to help research and implement a sales and distribution 

network through DO, as well as to build a marketing strategy for both IO and its imprint, 

INFO Books. Working to establish a marketing and distribution program for this nascent 

art publisher allowed me to see firsthand the tremendous distribution hurtles faced by art 

publishers across Canada and around the world. Using IO as a case study, this report 

will explore the ways in which artists and artist-led publishers can engage with 

alternative modes of circulation, in particular book metadata distribution and creative 

marketing efforts, in order to build brand assets, network with the international 

community, and disseminate art publications to readers.  

 Section One will examine and outline the field of art and artist-led publishing as a 

spectrum of niches existing within today’s post-digital era. The art publishing industry is 

one of many distinct yet overlapping niches. The section explores “artist-led” publishing 

compared to other scales which serve similar audiences. Continuing, the section will 

overview art book distribution history in Canada, and the evolving role that local and 

international art book fairs have played in book distribution and networking.  

 Section Two provides an overview of IO’s history and business model, as well as 

the rationale for the necessity of DO’s creation in response to the lack of accessible 

artist book distributors for Canada-based organizations. The section explores the two 

main funding tenets of IO’s model: subsidy under the Canada Council for the Arts, and 

                                                   
1 In the words of Information Office proprietor, Derek Barnett. The term “soup to nuts” is an idiom 
deriving from western formal dining traditions, in which soup is the first course served and “nuts” 
refers to the nuts served with port wine at the conclusion of the evening. 
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co-publishing in partnership with the Canadian cultural sector. It lays out IO’s early 

distribution and marketing strategies, with additional context through comparisons of 

other publishers in the field, in particular IO’s pre-sale strategy in relation to research 

conducted with IO’s main retail channels. 

 Section Three details three projects for which IO sought grant funding, created in 

response to the difficulties of entering established distribution channels and with the 

intention of building IO’s brand through creative marketing events. These projects were 

designed by implementing industry knowledge and research of art book fairs, book 

metadata distribution, and exhibition practice drawn from both publishing and arts 

sectors to disseminate, circulate, and distribute titles.  

 This project report is not a how-to: I haven’t solved the ultimate problem of 

distributing these fragile, obscure and often expensive publications. My intent is to share 

findings and recommendations with respect to these issues and hopefully provide insight 

for other publishers, artists or institutions in similar situations. This report presents a 

close look at the structures in which Canadian art publishing industries are entrenched. 

Namely, systems of public funding or established distribution networks were built by 

centering the needs of mainstream or trade publishers in what could be considered the 

pre-digital era. Some art publishing industries do fit into these structures, but these 

publishers are ultimately playing within a system that does not meet their needs and 

over which they have very little say or influence. Overall, this project report aims to 

remind art publishers of that which they do have control over: the ways they market to 

their niche; how they interact within their own network; and a shift in thinking that 

prioritizes dissemination over distribution. 

1.1. A Spectrum of Niches: Art Books and Art Publishing 
Industries 

 What is an art book? There are multiple, often conflicting answers to this 

question. A simple test is to pick up a book and ask, “Is the book about art? Is the book 

by an artist? Is the book itself an artwork?” If the answer to any of these questions is (a 

hesitant or resounding) yes, then you are holding an object that fits somewhere in the 

spectrum of “art book.” It may be most practical to think of the spectrum as overlapping 

fields. Picture on one end a book with art as the topic. At the other end sits books by 
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artists, where art is the function — that is, the book itself is an art object, commonly 

referred to in the field as book objects. Ideologically artist books, artist multiples, 

bookworks, exhibition catalogues, zines, ephemera, art writing, and artist monographs 

each have different purposes and yet all exist in this spectrum and represent important 

facets of what an art book may be. In 2017 the Artist-Run Centres and Collectives 

Conference (ARCA) produced a taxonomy of art publications. This includes Artists’ 

Publications, Monographs, Exhibition Catalogues, Thematic Anthologies, Exhibition 

Ephemera or Documentation, Grey Literature, and Periodicals.2 

 Similarly, “art publishing” can’t be defined as a single niche of publishing. It is a 

spectrum of niche industries that often overlap, coincide and even support each other, 

while serving very distinct markets. As with art books, an art publisher may be defined as 

a publisher towards the topic end of the spectrum, with a mandate that focuses on 

producing non-fiction, illustrated books on various art-related topics for the trade market. 

Well-known Canadian imprints of this type include Figure1, the Magenta Foundation, or 

Goose Lane. At the other end of the spectrum, an art publisher may also be defined as 

an independent or artist-led organization with the goal of producing avant-garde and 

experimental art publications in partnership with artists or designers — for example, 

Brick Press, Moniker Press, or Anteism. While resting on ends of the so-called spectrum, 

the aspect these two industries have in common is that they both still function as 

publishers: producing multiples for circulation to a public.  

 Information Office sits roughly in the middle of this spectrum, but for the purposes 

of this project report, it will be described as an artist-led publisher. Artist-led publishers 

can be differentiated from art (topic) publishers by the fact that the work of the artist or 

art field is prioritized over market considerations.3 Foremost, these publishers work as 

collaborators with artists or institutions to represent the artist’s practice in book form, not 

only document or historicize an artist’s practice. Artist-led publishers are not necessarily 

the artmakers themselves. They work in parallel to the contemporary cultural sector as a 

way of creating and disseminating art practice, discourse, critique, explication, or even a 

                                                   
2 “Taxonomy”, www.arca.art/greyguide/taxonomy. This is an excellent resource to delve further 
into definitions of these sorts of publications, an overview of their audience, and funding models.  
3“What’s at Stake,” The Grey Guide to Artist-Run Publishing & Circulation. ed. Anne Bertrand. 
Montreal: Artist-Run Centres and Collectives Conference, 2017. 12. 
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“veil of muted meaning” through the use of parallel texts.4 Since the 1970’s, artist-run 

culture in Canada has functioned to serve art practices which are either too counter-

culture for commercial galleries or too emergent to be included in larger museums. 

Publishing out of artist-run centres likewise has been more experimental in nature than 

traditional art book exhibition catalogues or artist monographs usually associated with 

gallery publishing. Artist-led publishers subsequently emerged independently of any 

specific artist-run centre but with similar ethos applied to their publishing practices.   

 Artist-led publishing models are further distinguished by agile frameworks that 

have evolved to borrow from both artist-run culture, trade publishing and independent 

models. Collaborators may be institutions (i.e. galleries, museums or universities), 

private creative firms, or individual artists. The subtext here is that artist-led publishing 

thrives on a mix of para-institutional relationships such as co-publishing arrangements, 

sponsorship and public funding for internally-initiated projects. Artist-led publishing is 

positioned to integrate aspects of digital entrepreneurship (such as digital marketing, 

crowd sourcing, and networked collaboration) into a bespoke business model built to 

thrive and adapt to the post-digital era.  

1.2. Distribution for Art Publishing 

 If publishing is the act of framing content for a perceived public, it follows that 

“publishing cannot exist without distribution.”5 In trade publishing the supply chain is 

established, regulated by key players and publishers of all scales targeting similar sales 

channels.6 What complicates an artist-led publisher’s distribution model is the principle of 

‘economies of scale’ when applied to print production.7 The material and production cost 

                                                   
4 “What’s at Stake,” 13. The “veil of muted meaning” in this case refers to the use of parallel texts 
or other works to sit relationally to the main subject, instead of direct exposition. 
5 Alessandro Ludovico, Post-Digital Print – The Mutation of Publishing since 1984 (Eindhoven: 
Onomatopee),147. 
6 We see this kind of regulation in the existence of associations or study groups. The Book 
Industry Study Group (BISG), for example, is a consortium of retailers, distributors, publishers 
and other players in the book supply chain that began as an effort to standardize the supply 
chain. BISG is responsible for creating and updating BISAC codes, which all publishers, 
distributors and retailers use to categorize their books. BISAC codes are updated based on BISG 
member requests, and therefore the breadth and depth of categories depends wholly on who has 
access to the table. https://bisg.org/page/About 
7 The higher the print run, the lower the unit cost of the title. 
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of a full-colour, large format book is naturally higher than the average trade hardcover or 

paperback book, even if the most cost-saving material considerations are made at the 

production stage. The list price has to reflect these costs in order to find a break-even or 

profit situation. These books are generally not made at quantities over one or two 

thousand copies — too low a quantity for many trade distributors to even consider taking 

on. This low run is mainly a result of the titles’ niche audience, co-publishing partner 

needs, and their semi-rarified art object status. 

 The places where many art publications can go are limited to the niche channels 

within the supply chain in which they are accepted. However, limitations in this case act 

as opportunities. Art publications are liberated from conventional channels because of 

the publications’ ability to transcend markets bound by language, and further open to 

completely alternative channels such as art book fairs, art events, and networked e-

commerce. Alternatives to the traditional book market provide opportunities for 

publishers, artists and cultural practitioners working to establish Canada as a player in a 

global market. In order to be marketable for the diverse cultural segments of Canada as 

well as for a global audience, publications by and about Canadian artists must be made 

with a view to their relevance for various audiences, and to how producers can 

cooperate and collaborate with other parallel operations in the network:  

...the particular role of publishers within any cultural network...is best fulfilled 
through free and open connection to other ‘nodes’ within that network. This is 
how we can generate meaning, and indeed bring some light, to the global 
network which we are now all a part of.8 

Just as each niche of art publishing holds its own definition, these books are 

disseminated along a mix-and-match supply chain. Artist-led publishing specifically 

sidesteps the traditional trade adage of “publisher as gatekeeper” because production is 

in the hands of a practitioner who acts as a curator or close collaborator to the 

publication’s artist. Similarly, the industry of “artist publishers” producing their own 

bookworks, zines or limited edition publications are designated as self-publishers within 

pre-established distribution or granting structures. In this refigured model, it is the 

granting bodies, distributors and retailers who become the new gatekeepers to the 

primary market. 

                                                   
8 Ludovico, 150. 
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 The impetus for the research into existing and possible methods of disseminating 

art books stems from the perennial issues faced by Canadian art publishing industries 

and partners. On the one hand, publishers dedicated to print continue to emerge in spite 

of, or perhaps because of, the opportunities offered by the post-digital era, such as e-

commerce and expanded marketing opportunities on online platforms. This is evidenced 

by both the proliferation of art and artist-led publishers online as well as the steady year-

over-year growth of art book fairs around the world. On the other hand, art and artist-led 

publishers consistently voice the same issues: that dissemination and distribution remain 

the biggest challenges they face. These challenges have been examined, shared and 

workshopped in conferences, art book fair panels and working groups of community-

minded artist publishers around the world. The Grey Guide to Artist-Run Publishing and 

Circulation is the result of one such Canadian professional gathering, discussed further 

in section 2.4.  

 Why do these issues persist? What are some possible ways forward? Access to 

distribution is closely tied to the structures which many Canadian art publishing 

industries are either entrenched in (public funding), or excluded from (mainstream art 

book distribution). Systems of public funding and distribution networks established for 

the trade market were built during an earlier era with the needs of the dominant trade 

industry placed at the forefront. The following section will explore early alternative 

distribution channels for some art publishing industries, including methods used in 

Canada. Some art publishing industries work to fit into dominant structures, but these 

publishers represent a small segment of market share. They are ultimately playing in a 

system on which they have very little say or influence.  

1.3. Distribution Models in Canada: 1960’s to Present 

 Historically, many art publishing industries along the “spectrum of niches” not 

only do not fit into existing systems of publishing distribution, but actively resist them. 

Indeed, resistance is the imperative of contemporary art or the avant-garde. Artist books 

that emerged with this ethos were born of the same spirit. This isn’t to say that modern 

art publications existed outside of any structures whatsoever: contemporary art 

publishing industries have been tied to both cultural institutions and grassroots initiatives 

which have since, in their own way, become institutions. As Tony White explains in his 

paper “From Democratic Multiple to Artist Publishing: The (R)evolutionary Artist’s Book”:  
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One of the myths about artists’ books from the 1960s is that they flourished 
outside the hegemony of the dominant art world, the art gallery system. From the 
1960s through the early 1970s the artists with the most notoriety and success at 
selling their books benefited from their gallery connections and support, not from 
the lack of them. Artist James Collins commented on this fact in 1973 when he 
observed, “One tenable common denominator among artists’ books… is that 
they’ve been cosseted by the art system.”…[Writer and artist] Lucy Lippard noted 
that “dealers used them as freebies — bait to draw in collectors to buy the big 
stuff.”9 

Though these publications were seen by their artists as experimental extensions of a 

visual arts practice, audience and dissemination were initially controlled by galleries or 

the publishers hired to make the books. These publications were most effective as 

marketing tools for the artist or their dealer, which is still true of some art publications 

today. Of course, the artist publishing community produced its own kind of reaction to 

the gallery-controlled system with the rise of “democratic multiples” in the 1970s and 

80s. These books were intended for a “populist” market. They could be inexpensively 

produced by commercial printing (especially with the advent of photocopy technology). 

They were distributed via the mail, artist-run or grant-funded bookshops, and between 

friends.10 

 Notable amongst the earliest alternative bookstores, and still operational today, is 

Art Metropole (Art Met), based in Toronto. Founded in 1974 by the artist collective 

General Idea (made up of AA Bronson, Felix Partz, and Jorge Zontal), Art Met is a non-

profit, artist-run archive and distribution agency for artists’ publications and other 

editions. In 1976 AA Bronson went on to build Printed Matter Inc. in New York City, first 

as a for-profit alternative gallery before shifting to a non-profit bookstore model similar to 

Art Met.11 Each organization has endured various structural changes since the 1970s but 

they are still considered to be at the forefront of artist publishing dissemination and 

advocacy in North America. In the early 2000’s Printed Matter started the New York Art 

Book Fair, which has grown to be the world’s largest independent art book fair and has 

                                                   
9 Tony White, “From Democratic Multiple to Artist Publishing: The (R)evolutionary Artist’s 
Book” Art Documentation: Journal of the Art Libraries Society of North America 31, no.1 (May 
2012): 45–56. doi/10.1086/664913. 
10 White, 46.  
11 White, 49. 
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served as both a model and counter-point for countless regional art book fairs around 

the globe.  

1.4. Art Book Fairs and the International Network 

 A key way for artists and artist-led publishers to disseminate their titles and brand 

is through exhibiting at art book fairs. The art book fair is situated somewhere between a 

trade fair,12 an art fair,13 and a craft fair.14 Unlike a trade book fair, such as the annual 

Frankfurt Book Fair, art book fairs are public-facing: they are not an opportunity for 

publishers to sign on new titles through translation or territory rights. An art book fair is a 

showcase of art books, ranging from institutional catalogues to zines. Since the 

conception of the New York Art Book Fair (NYABF) in 2004, art book fairs have sprung 

up around the world, manifesting in the LA Art Book Fair (LAABF; also run by Printed 

Matter), Offprint (London, Paris), the Tokyo Art Book Fair, and the Vancouver Art Book 

Fair (VABF), to name just a few.15 Their popularity and proliferation is because these 

fairs provide a concrete platform for small press and artist publishers to network globally 

and self-distribute. 

 Art book fairs can be basically broken down into two operational formats. The 

first and more common format is the independent art book fair which manifests as a 

festival and is organized by a committed team or (often non-profit) organization. The 

Printed Matter Fairs, Tokyo Art Book Fair, and VABF fall into this category. The second 

type of fair can be considered more of a peripheral exhibit to a larger art fair. Edition 

Toronto is subsidiary to the Limited Art Fair; Fully Booked is an event within the Dubai 

Art Fair. This model is not organized by the larger art fair but generally by an 

independent contractor or team more familiar with artist-led publishing. The exhibit 

model is more likely funded by the larger art fair as a programming initiative. 

Contrastingly, the festival model must organize its own development and source 

                                                   
12 In which book publishers come together to network and look for collaborations. 
13 In which galleries represent their signed artists and curatorial initiatives amongst a backdrop of 
other contemporary art programming. 
14 In which artists and makers may interact and sell directly with their audience. 
15 See Appendix 2 “List of Art Book Fairs 2019.” 
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operational funding primarily from public grants, corporate sponsors, private donors, and 

vendor registration fees. 

 The other main differentiator between these models is their audiences. The 

festival model has a committed, relatively niche audience of artists, publishers, and art 

book collectors that grows year after year as the fair becomes more established in its 

region. The subsidiary model, on the other hand, will see a high walk-through of patrons 

attending the art fair who might not expect to encounter art books nor know what to do 

with them. However, this “crossover” can prove useful in raising the exposure of an 

institution with a publishing program, an artist-led publisher’s brand, and the form of art 

publishing itself.  

 The themes or contents of art book fairs vary widely between the mandates of 

fair organizers, often (or especially) when they occur within the same city. They can be 

tiny, back alley gatherings for artists and punks to share their experimental publications 

and zines. They can be cool, polished presentations of contemporary art and writing. Or 

they can be gargantuan conventions hosting hundreds of vendors and every kind of art 

publication imaginable. This variance of scale was well demonstrated in 2018 when 

LAABF went on hiatus. In its stead Acid Free LA Art Book Market, the Independent Art 

Book Fair LA, the LA Zine and Art Book Bazaar, the San Fernando Valley Art Book Fair, 

LA Pages, and the LA Zine Fest all took place between mid-March and late May of 2018. 

Each of these fairs, except LA Zine Fest, were run for the first time in this period.16 This 

points to the fact that LAABF, second in size only to its sister NYABF, represented a 

huge range of publishing in the Los Angeles area. It also shows the strength, multiplicity, 

and commitment of various art book niches to form new platforms when the 

“conventional” one was not provided. Conversely, the proliferation of fairs does not mean 

they were all successful or necessary. When LAABF returned in April 2019, only the 

Independent Art Book Fair and LA Zine Fest were reinitiated. Acid Free manifested itself 

as a subsidiary event to the Frieze Los Angeles Art Fair in February that year. There is a 

fine line between catering to subdivided niches and watering down the market.  

                                                   
16 Sarah Bay Gachot, “Los Angeles’s Art Book and Zine Fair Scene Is Booming, Here’s a 
Shortlist.” Hyperallergic, March 16, 2018. https://hyperallergic.com/433070/los-angeless-art-
book-zine-fair-scene-booming-heres-shortlist/ 
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 Indeed “watering down” is one of the major criticisms of festival-style art book 

fairs. The more sprawling they become with increased audience walk-through and table 

numbers, the more vendors and customers feel lost in the swarm. Assuming that every 

guest has a small, set budget to spend at a fair, individual table profit can be low when 

this budget is spread across a higher number of exhibitors. Set against the expenses of 

the table fee and travel costs exhibitors might incur, not to mention the costs of print 

production, it is all too common for exhibitors to attend a fair and lose money.  

Lucrative tables can be due to a number of factors. The vendor is a presenter or 

part of the fair programming, and so receives additional exposure throughout the 

weekend. The vendor has books or items that are more timely or on-trend, such as 

stylish illustrative work or related to current events, as opposed to more critical, 

conceptual, or radical work. Or the vendor offers publications at an approachable price 

point. Whatever the cause, one vendor completely selling out their stock and another 

barely making a dent in their inventory is a fact of life at an art book fair. This leaves 

some vendors walking away embittered or jaded about the experience; yet, art book fairs 

persist and seem to proliferate.  

Art book fairs’ continued activity underscores that the motivation and measures 

of success for an art publisher is not only monetary profit. Just as other modes of 

distributing art publications exist for the purpose of disseminating art, so too art book 

fairs hold a number of benefits for exhibitors. First, art book fairs are an effective way of 

marketing one’s publishing brand. The exposure of publishers and the associations 

made with other exhibitors situates the publisher as part of the niche, and part of the 

dialogue created between the niche and its audience. This is especially important when 

publishers, small press or institutions make the investment to travel to various fairs and 

represent themselves to audiences in those markets.  

Second, the benefit of participating in art book fairs is the incredible networking 

effect they have. Even if a publisher is attending a fair in their hometown, it is likely this 

fair will draw roster of international exhibitors. This diversity does not just provide variety 

to the audience: it is an important networking opportunity for art publishers from around 

the world. As such, art book fairs act as professional conferences for this field.  
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Third, as a result of brand exposure and networking, exhibitors at book fairs open 

themselves to distribution opportunities. It is a common practice at fairs that, after touring 

the exhibits, distributors who are themselves exhibiting might buy or consign stock from 

vendors they might not otherwise have had access to; if stock isn’t purchased outright, 

then collaborations are dreamt, cards exchanged, and ideas for future possibilities are 

planned. 

Artist-led publishing has emerged from an evolving history of artistic bookmaking 

practice within gallery structures, alternative artist-run culture, and self-publishing 

collectives. Niche audience and small print runs mean that professional distribution 

remains a consistent hurdle for artist-led publishers. The artist-led business model 

situated within the post-digital era provides new opportunities for these publishers. 

Alternative retail spaces including artist-run brick-and-mortar stores and international art 

book fairs provide not only distribution channels but also nodes of networking and 

community-building.  

The next section will examine Information Office’s business model in the context 

of post-digital trade and artist-led publishing practices. Through partnerships with art 

institutions and creative applications for public funding, this section will demonstrate how 

IO sidestepped traditional distribution in favour of marketing and promotion activities in 

order to activate titles, engage in the international art publishing network, and build the 

publisher’s brand beyond a business into the node of a wider community. 
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Chapter 2.  
 
The Business of Artist-Led Publishing 

 This section examines the business model of a single node, Information Office, in 

the network of artist-led and art book publishing. The section begins with an overview of 

Information Office’s business model in relation to subsidy funding and co-publishing 

partnerships. Distribution and marketing models in the field are compared to Information 

Office strategies from 2017–2020. The section concludes with Information Office’s pre-

sale strategy, an internal activity designed to link e-commerce to self-distribution and 

marketing efforts. 

2.1. Information Office: History, Mandate and Business 
Model  

Information Office is an art book publisher and design studio based in Canada. 
The office approaches publishing as a meeting of curation and design, 
collaborating with artists and cultural institutions. The product of these 
collaborations are conceptually considered, remarkable book objects that stand 
as translations and extensions of an artist’s practice or temporal exhibition 
space.17  

 Following a successful tenure as a graphic designer in both design firm and art 

museum contexts, Derek Barnett began a sole proprietorship under the moniker 

“Information Office” in 2006. He produced graphic design, web identities and exhibition 

catalogue projects with the Shinkel Art Pavilion in Berlin, the Vancouver Art Gallery, the 

Seattle Art Museum, the Polygon Gallery (formerly Presentation House Gallery, North 

Vancouver), and many others. Importantly, Barnett also developed an extensive 

knowledge of print production, particularly in regards to book making. In 2017, Barnett 

began discussions with former classmate, collaborator and friend Jonathan Middleton. 

Middleton was an established curator and facilitator in Vancouver’s artist-run centre 

community, notably at the helm of Fillip Magazine, the Western Front, the Or Gallery, 

and a member of numerous provincial and federal art advisory boards.  

                                                   
17 Information Office Mandate, recrafted fall 2018. 
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After a book design and print brokering contract with the Burnaby Art Gallery in 

mid-2017, Barnett envisioned how this kind of collaborative service could transform into 

a viable co-publishing operation. The contract proved that IO could offer very high 

printing and production expertise with European print partners at a margin of what the 

same project might cost to produce in Canada. This experience developed into a plan for 

transitioning IO into a publisher at the crossroads of curation and design, with the 

ambition of establishing a strong foothold in the contemporary art network based in 

Vancouver and radiating out to international collaborators.  

The premise of the business today is built into three contract styles:  

1. Design and print brokering of exhibition catalogues;  

2. Institutional collaborations, or co-publications, in which a gallery or museum finances 

most of the production and may further support IO on editorial management or 

launch event;  

3. Subsidized artist collaborations, financed through a combination of private gallery or 

patron support, presales and public funding.  

The subsidy and co-publishing models, both of which would generally be released under 

IO’s INFO imprint, are discussed further in section 2.2.  

IO’s clients and publishing partners consist of past collaborators, friends from the 

contemporary art network, or new acquaintances recommended by word of mouth. 

Prospective projects are taken on according to the following considerations: content of 

the work, scope of the publication, and proposed budget. Titles in IO’s imprint, INFO, 

include work by artists and designers with established and outspoken view points. 

Subaltern, feminist, queer, and decolonial commentary are recurrent themes.18 

Aesthetically, IO’s mandate is the crossroads of conceptual art with conceptually-driven 

typography, format and material design choices in order to translate contemporary and 

relevant art practices into “remarkable book objects”. This art- and design-forward 

approach distinguished IO early on as a design practice and later as a book publisher. 

The partnership between Barnett and Middleton was intended to create a more fulsome 

suite of publishing services, including editorial coordination, image preparation, and 

production management. The final piece to the puzzle of the co-publisher model was 

                                                   
18 See Appendix A for a full list of Information Office INFO publishing projects dated 2017–2020. 
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distribution and to a lesser extent marketing, as this aspect was generally the shared 

responsibility of both IO and its institutional co-publisher.  

Distribution into trade or art-specific retailers is a tricky element to secure for 

artist publications, and not necessarily a priority depending on the scope and intended 

market for the title. For a publisher bidding on a co-publishing agreement with a cultural 

institution, however, assured and widespread distribution brings a leading edge. 

Galleries, artist-run centres and museums have only the retail outlet of their own on-site 

store, unless the book is to accompany a touring exhibition. IO launched Distribution 

Office (DO) in 2017 to both provide further value to these collaborations as well as to 

answer the call from Canadian artist-run institutions for an artist-led distribution service.19 

For its initial distribution list, DO took on publications from the Vancouver Art Gallery 

(VAG) backlist titles when INFO Books’ first co-publishing agreement for the publication 

Cabin Fever was finalised mid-2017. In addition, titles from local institutions and 

publishing colleagues including the Morris and Helen Belkin Gallery (the Belkin), New 

Documents, Fillip, and Atelier Éditions were added to DO’s program. 

DO’s non-exclusive consignment model was founded on the lack of art 

distribution for independent art publishers, particularly in Western Canada. As explored 

in section 2.4, intention did not completely match reality. Due to a combination of loss of 

internal personnel and failing, in the first two years, to gain leverage with international 

distribution partners, DO operations were discontinued in winter 2019 in order to focus 

solely on the marketing and distribution of INFO titles.  

2.2. Subsidy Funding Models 

 The 1949 Massey Commission and its subsequent report published in 1951, 

identified the challenges of operating as a cultural producer in a country as 

underpopulated and as vast as Canada. In regard to publishing in Canada, these 

conditions created an extremely difficult context for producing books. The Canadian 

market alone simply lacked the volume to support a profitable business model on which 

printing, distributing and selling at an efficient scale depends. For this reason, federal 

                                                   
19 Most recently called for in the Artist-Run Centre Association’s focus meetings and 2017 
publication The Grey Guide for artist-run publishing, further explored in section 2.4. 
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and provincial government agencies such as the Canada Council for the Arts (CCA) and 

the Department of Canadian Heritage (DCH) were formed. The mandate to “promote the 

creation, preservation and dissemination of Canadian cultural content to a domestic and 

international audience”20 continues today. DCH, CCA, and other provincial arts councils 

provide streams for some measure of project or operational funding in support of book 

publishers in order to offset the invariable loss that Canadian-based publishers face. 

This section will analyse the publishing and visual arts funding streams of the Canada 

Council, and where in this mix an artist-led publisher like Information Office can apply.  

 Under the definition of CCA’s applicant profile, a “Visual Arts Publisher” must 

primarily “publish and disseminate critical discourse in Canadian contemporary visual 

arts and architecture;” have 2 years of operations, including a minimum of three 

publications; provide remuneration or royalties to the artists or contractors involved in the 

project, and have additional financial support from other public, private or self-generated 

sources.21 With this profile, a visual arts publisher can apply for programs within the 

Visual Arts under the Explore and Create: Concept to Realization; Supporting Artistic 

Practice: Sector Innovation & Development; Arts Across Canada: Public Outreach and 

Representation & Promotion; and Arts Abroad: Representation & Promotion streams.  

 There is no specific grant program for a Visual Arts Publisher under the current 

structure of the CCA, compared to those who qualify for a Literary Book Publisher 

applicant profile. Significantly, Literary Book Publishers have designated operational and 

project components of funding under Supporting Artistic Practice, compared to Visual 

Arts Publishers, whose eligible programs are within the general visual arts application 

pool. A number of business-based factors, including 75% of the business being 

Canadian-owned; that royalties be paid and that the annual publishing program supports 

Canadian writers, are details that could easily be fulfilled by a Visual Arts Publishing 

operation.22 Most pertinent to artist-led publishing, however, a work must be considered 

“literary non-fiction,” which explicitly excludes exhibition catalogues and “illustrated non-

                                                   
20 Michael Dewing. “Federal Government Policy on Arts and Culture,” Library of Parliament 
Research Publications, Social Affairs Division, 31 January 2013. 
http://www.deslibris.ca.proxy.lib.sfu.ca/ID/225854. 
21 “Visual Arts Publisher” in Canada Council for the Arts Applicant Profiles, February 2020. 182. 
https://canadacouncil.ca/-/media/Files/CCA/Funding/Grants/ApplicantProfiles-New.pdf?la=en. 
22 “Literary Book Publisher” in Canada Council for the Arts Applicant Profiles, February 2020. 95. 
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fiction publications that do not include a narrative text with a minimum length of 10,000 

words, unless they make a significant contribution to visual arts or literature in 

Canada.”23 From these guidelines it can be inferred that “non-literary publishing” is 

ineligible. This further excludes a huge constituency of artist-led publishers.24 Perhaps 

the defining difference between these two profiles is that Visual Arts Publishers are 

expected to receive a portion of funding from non-grant sources. There is no such 

requirement for Literary Book Publishers. By definition, CCA recognizes that Visual Arts 

Publishers work in financial partnership with cultural institutions, individual artists, and 

other granting bodies. The implication is that under CCA, a Visual Arts Publisher may 

never be totally independent of fundraising the way a Literary Book Publisher is.   

Due to the restrictions which circumscribe an artist-led publisher’s activities, 

many look for alternative funding models. These may include setting up a foundation or 

non-profit arts group which supports a publishing program, or by engaging in a wholly 

for-profit model which seeks funding for specific book projects through co-publishing 

arrangements or private sponsorship, as detailed in the following section. Grant funding 

may also be sought in aid of projects or events that support the business, or the 

marketing and promotion of titles and artists. This creative approach to enlisting funding 

support is detailed further in section 3. This section outlines two such Information Office 

applications, one to the Canada Council “Digital Strategies Grant”, and one to the British 

Columbia Department of Arts, Culture and Tourism “International Presence Funding”. 

2.3. Co-Publishing Models  

 Co-publishing (and to a wider extent, sponsorship), as a model has emerged as 

an increasingly common arrangement for art book publishing, particularly in large 

institutions. Publishing in an institutional context is challenging to study primarily 

because unlike trade publishing, there is no standardized publishing practice or supply 

                                                   
23 “Non-Literary Fiction” in Glossary, Canada Council for the Arts. 
https://canadacouncil.ca/glossary/literary-non-fiction. 
24 “Non-Literary Publishing” in Glossary, Canada Council for the Arts. 
https://canadacouncil.ca/glossary/non-literary-publishing. Non-literary publishing is defined by the 
Canada Council as “critical or interpretive texts about an art form such as essays, theory, etc.”  
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chain across cultural centres in Canada. A number of approaches can be traced through 

examining institutional structures.  

 An institution may have an in-house publishing department, including personnel 

to edit, design, and manage the printing of exhibition catalogues. Since many large 

museums or galleries in Canada don’t produce more than two or three titles a year, 

these roles are considered subsidiary to some combination of the institution’s curatorial 

or marketing departments. In these cases, freelance curators, editors or designers with 

experience in managing publications may also be contracted to work on individual 

projects. For smaller regional galleries or artist run-centres with fewer operational staff, 

the publication output as well as scale of the publishing projects is proportionally smaller. 

In either case, catalogue publishing is generally considered, at least by funding bodies 

such as Canada Council, to be part of an institution’s programming budget, not 

marketing. 

In recent years, co-publishing has emerged as the standard method for artists, 

artist-led and art book publishers to fund publishing projects. For a publisher trying to 

establish a distribution market larger than the audience of a single institution, the money 

spent on production and the quantity of the initial print run determines financial viability. 

Reaching a reasonable economy of scale, or lowered unit cost of a higher print run, is 

feasible in a co-publishing arrangement, where an institution is subsidizing a significant 

portion of production cost, as well as purchasing a pre-determined number of copies, 

thus stabilizing the print-run and profit / loss projections.  

A standard co-publishing arrangement entails an agreement between a cultural 

institution (sometimes multiple institutions) and a specialised publisher to produce and 

distribute a publication. Division of production is set out ahead of time, with the publisher 

organizing aspects that may include editing, photography, design, typesetting, 

translation, pre-press management, final printing, distribution and marketing.  

Though by no means the first publisher to engage in institutional co-publishing in 

Canada, the now infamous Black Dog Press and its activities in the Canadian market 

affected the course of today’s co-publishing models. Based in London, UK, Black Dog 

Press was an art book publishing powerhouse. It provided the full suite of bookmaking 

services: editorial, design, production, sales, marketing, and distribution. Its publishing 
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activities can be traced in Canada from at least 2013, with a catalogue for the Charles 

Edenshaw exhibit at the Vancouver Art Gallery.25 The appearance of Black Dog Press in 

the Canadian market is, on the surface, slightly puzzling. Catalogue production in 

Canada was, if not famous, at least robust. Vancouver-based Douglas & MacIntyre and 

Fredericton-based Goose Lane Editions were the foremost experts in co-publishing 

projects at this time. One distinct possibility for Black Dog’s entry is that in late 2012, 

Douglas & MacIntyre filed for bankruptcy. Likely Black Dog publisher Duncan 

McCorquodale saw an opening in the market which he felt confident Black Dog could fill. 

Though based in London, McCorquodale himself was born in Canada, and was 

considered a champion of Canadian art by his colleagues.26 The decision to work in the 

Canadian market might have been considered emotional as much as it was strategic.  

Black Dog’s British-based practice is likely the reason the publisher was widely 

received by Canadian institutions. Beside its suite of publishing services and impressive 

backlist of British institution co-publications, Black Dog’s advantage over Canadian 

competitors was that it not only offered distribution, but European distribution through its 

distribution partner Marston Book Services and through sales reps in Portugal, Greece 

and Spain.27 The promise of breaking into the European market, where the appreciation 

and consumption of art and art books is at a much higher level, quickly grew Black Dog’s 

network of Canadian clients. Black Dog’s co-publishing agreement also offered access 

to European printers, where competition and supply is high enough to make printing and 

binding in Belgium, Germany, or Italy, significantly cheaper than printing at one of 

Canada’s few large-scale offset printers. Between 2013 and 2017, Black Dog published 

with some of Canada’s largest arts institutions, including the Vancouver Art Gallery, the 

Art Gallery of Ontario, the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, and the Aga Khan Museum.  

In hindsight the situation for Canadian institutions might have seemed too good 

to be true. It turned out to be just that. In January 2018, Black Dog Press filed for 

                                                   
25 Based on the backlist publicized on the current Black Dog Press website. 
https://www.blackdogonline.com/ accessed June 24, 2019. 
26 Clara Heathcock (publishing expert, former Black Dog employee) email interview with author, 
May 24, 2019. 
27 Heathcock interview. 
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bankruptcy.28 Since then the company’s poor business practices have come to light.29 

With respect to Canadian co-publishing agreements specifically, Black Dog repeatedly 

over-promised and under delivered. Despite warnings from sales reps that there was no 

market for Canadian publications in certain territories, particularly Southern Europe, 

Black Dog would either print an entire contracted run and allow overruns meant for 

distribution to languish in storage, or, more egregiously, it would only print the quantity 

requested by the co-publishing partner and send these books to the partner in Canada 

under the fallacy that the rest of the print run had entered the trade supply chain in 

Europe.30 Canadian partners now know that, by 2017, Black Dog was cutting corners on 

printing that was obviously poor. In an extreme example, an artist paid out of pocket to 

have a co-publication of their book reprinted with a better printer, despite the loss. None 

of these practices is a reflection on the design or editing of Black Dog’s publications, per 

se, but what many saw as its sloppy and unethical business practice. 

As a result of Black Dog’s collapse, a number of projects, books and even 

exhibitions in Canada were stalled or cancelled. At the time of liquidation, Black Dog had 

contracts in progress with at least eight Canadian art institutions.31 Since liquidation, the 

publishing firm St. James’s House (UK) has absorbed Black Dog’s assets and continues 

to run the imprint. The timing of Black Dog’s unravelling and bankruptcy corresponds 

with early business plans between Barnett and Middleton. Information Office’s first co-

publishing arrangement under the INFO imprint (Cabin Fever, signed in mid-2017 in 

partnership with the VAG) was fortified by Distribution Office’s part of the package: 

distribution of the book as well as a selection of VAG backlist titles to Canadian and 

international art book markets. 

                                                   
28 Sandals, “Art Book.”  
29 Leah Sandals, “Art Book Publishing in Canada Takes a Hit” Canadian Art, February 1, 2018. 
https://canadianart.ca/features/black-dog-publishing-bankruptcy-canada/. Sandals cites major 
draws of Black Dog for a Canadian client: its “promise of low printing cost” and “high access to 
European distribution,” as well as inclusion on its international backlist. 
30 Heathcock interview.  
31 Sandals, “Art Book.” 
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2.4. Distribution for Cabin Fever 

 Information Office had the advantage of founders experienced in the 

contemporary art community. Barnett had worked both in-house and freelance as a 

producer of art books, publications, and institutional graphic design. Middleton had a 

career as a curator and artist-run gallery director that allowed him to build an extensive 

professional network both locally and abroad. In many ways, finding institutional clients 

and artistic collaborators was no problem for the studio. The real challenge, as is the 

case for many small presses, institutional or start-up art publishers in Canada is the 

securing of distribution agreements for North American and international trade. 

 Middleton initiated the project Distribution Office in 2017 as a distribution service 

to compliment IO’s publishing activities. This allowed the studio to offer a full suite of 

competitive services to institutional co-publishing partners. In the case of the 2018 Cabin 

Fever co-publishing arrangement with the VAG, IO (through DO) not only promised to 

distribute the title to Idea Books in the Netherlands and Distributed Art Publishers (DAP) 

in the US, but also a number of additional titles from the VAG’s backlist to feed into 

distribution and art book. As shown by more established Canadian co-publishers like 

Figure1 or the Magenta Foundation, who inherited long-standing distribution 

arrangements from previous business relationships, assured distribution is an important 

factor in determining a publisher’s print run above and beyond that ordered by the co-

publishing partner.32 

 Cabin Fever was an exhibition that explored the architectural type through 

historical, sociological, and artistic facets. The eponymous publication had to function 

both as a kind of typological source book, curatorial document, and marketing device for 

the VAG. In their co-publishing agreement, the VAG contributed funding and ordered 

1000 copies of the book. But when DO approached DAP to estimate an order, the title 

was turned down without discussion.  

 The exact reasons for this aren’t conclusively known, however there are a 

number of possibilities. First, the way marketing of a title to retailers or distributors, 

before the object has been created, is a skill more akin to sales pitch than artistic project 

                                                   
32 Chris Labonte (Publisher, Figure1 Inc.) interview with the author, March 24, 2019; Maryann 
Camerelli (Founder/director, the Magenta Foundation), interview with the author, March 26, 2019.  
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proposal. Despite a creative and materially-rich vision for the book, digital spreads alone 

may not have been enough to sell the book’s physical impact. The pitch did not express 

the title’s market viability in the form expected by an internationally-established 

distributor like DAP.  

 Second, as a young publishing operation without a more extensive backlist, IO 

had no history of sales or market viability. The formation of DO and the acquisition of co-

publishers’ backlists was intended to create a foundation of titles to offer. The majority of 

titles included in DO’s newly-acquired backlist, however, were years old, did not have 

records of strong sales, and on the whole were not especially relevant to contemporary 

art trends or more recently-published titles on the same subject. Though this wasn’t true 

for the whole list per se, the overall effect was one of a watered-down offering. 

Ultimately, this strategy buried the books IO actually had a stake in, namely Cabin 

Fever. In contrast, DAP’s catalogues boast a collections of well-established co-

publishers with a track record of sales, as well as more “mainstream,” less obscure 

subjects. 

 Third (as a small Canadian publisher), it is entirely possible that IO’s Cabin Fever 

pitch slipped through the cracks at DAP. A non-existent track record outside of DAP’s 

primary market (the United States) likely provided little incentive to take on IO or DO 

titles. In any case, Cabin Fever was not preordered by distributors. On top of the VAG’s 

order of 1000 copies, the print budget only allowed for an additional 750 copies. The 

irony is that once DAP did receive a sample of Cabin Fever once it was printed, the 

quality of the printing, design and content persuaded them to immediately request 1500 

copies. As the printing was complete this was impossible to fulfill. In the end DAP 

received the 750 copies of the overrun for the fall season of 2018. The copies sold 

through quickly and DAP requested more. Despite public demand, DAP’s distributor 

discount rate of 70% of a fixed cover price and lack of further support from the VAG 

towards a second edition made a reprint not feasible.33 This anecdote is not unusual for 

publishers of Information Office’s size. “Major book wholesalers typically reject book 

                                                   
33 In summer 2019, Cabin Fever sat at the #1 bestseller spot on DAP's architecture list, almost a 
year since the title was released. https://www.artbook.com/beboonarphan.html 
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publishers that have less than 10 titles or low sales volumes,” thresholds that gallery co-

publishers or artist-led publishers may take years to overcome.34 

 There are currently no small press art book distributors catering to Canadian 

artist-led publishers with international reach. The distributor Art Books Canada only 

accepts exhibition catalogues (not artist books) on exclusive agreements.35 Marginal 

Distribution, an independent press and art book distributor out of Ontario, struggled 

through Canada’s period of rapid chain bookstore growth and mass-independent retailer 

demise.36 Marginal Distribution is currently not operational. University of Toronto Press 

(UTP) Distribution is the Canadian agent of DAP. Ironically most Canadian publishers 

carried by UTP Distribution would first have come through the DAP catalogue. Larger 

Canadian distributors such as Raincoast do not take piecemeal titles from a publisher. 

Distributors working at this scale mostly feed into the mainstream trade supply chain to 

retailers such as Indigo, Barnes & Noble, or Amazon. These publications’ niche subject 

matter, higher price points, and high production value (translating to a greater liability in 

shipping) makes them vulnerable to a high return rate and therefore a risky investment 

for this kind of distributor. 

 For the most part, Canada lacks an art book distributor analogous to the many 

companies working around Europe. Idea Books (NDL), Antenna (GB), Anagram (DE) 

and Motto Books (DE) all function on different scales and on somewhat different 

business models, but the market for art publications in Europe is so concentrated that 

there is room for all. Importantly, all of these distributors not only take on sure 

mainstream bets like photography collections or historical monographs, but experimental 

artist books and critical texts produced by artist-led publishers. Idea Books is arguably 

the farthest-reaching, with representative agents on every continent. For example, in 

Australia Perimeter Distribution operates as Idea’s Oceanic representative. Idea’s 

foothold in this niche global market can likely be attributed to what Dan Rule, director of 

Perimeter, calls Idea’s director’s Peter Stamm’s “old school” distribution business model: 

                                                   
34 Ediz Ozelkan. “Operators will seek additional revenue from e-books as print sales continue to 
fall.” IBISWorld Industry Report 51113CA. April 2018. 25, 
http://clients1.ibisworld.com.proxy.lib.sfu.ca/reports/ca/industry/default.aspx?entid=1233.  
35 Art Books Canada “About” https://www.abcartbookscanada.com/index.html 
36 Esther Vincent, “Networking and Distribution: It Doesn’t Happen by Itself,” 2005, in The Grey 
Guide to Artist-Run Publishing & Circulation. ed. Anne Bertrand. Montreal: Artist-Run Centres and 
Collectives Conference, 2017. 32. 
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small but steady orders to publishers at firm sale.37 Where possible, Stamm avoids 

consignment arrangements with publishers. This means slower initial business for 

publishers, but avoids the cost and risk of returns, and the Idea team is focused on 

selling what they have before acquiring more. This kind of confidence in the face of other 

distributors, who will take higher volumes on consignment, speaks to the strength of 

Idea’s model.  

 Between 2013 and 2015, Artist Run Centres and Collectives Conference/La 

conférence des collectifs et des centres d’artistes autogérés (ARCCC/CCCAA, aka 

ARCA), organized a series of art publishing meetings and forums, such as TXT — 

Canadian Art Publishing Network Meetings, as well as consultation with Canada Council 

for the Arts officers regarding the dissemination of art books. A major theme from these 

meetings was the continued frustrations and challenges of participants (which included 

artists, editors, publishers and representatives of artist-run centres) in getting the books 

they produced into dissemination wider than the institution the books were associated 

with. In 2017 ARCA produced The Grey Guide to Artist-Run Publishing and Circulation 

(The Grey Guide), a collection of writing, research, and lectures that came out of the 

original meetings, edited by Anne Bertrand. The first half of the guide contains essays 

which explore both the theoretical constructs of publishing, dissemination and labour as 

well as the tangible market conditions for the production of artist books by individual 

artists or artist-run centres. The second half is a guide to the fundamentals of publishing, 

including budget, marketing, copyright and circulation considerations. 

 One of the most striking conclusions to come out of the ARCA meetings (as 

explored in historian Felicity Tayler’s text “From Dissemination to Circulation”), is that 

“distribution" for artist-run centre publications cannot be considered a “revenue-

generating activity” precisely because these publications do not fit easily into the 

mainstream distribution supply chain.38 The text, and indeed The Grey Guide as a 

whole, argues that “circulation,”—the book remaining visible years after publication in 

public collections, archives, libraries, independent booksellers, and artist-run centres—

has a greater long-term impact on artistic, collaborative and discursive responses.39 

                                                   
37 Dan Rule (Publisher, Perimeter Editions) interview with the author, January 22, 2019. 
38 Gina Badger qtd in The Grey Guide to Artist-Run Publishing & Circulation, 27. 
39 Felicity Tayler, “Dissemination to Circulation,” in ibid., 28. 
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Furthermore, the text “Networking and Distribution: It Doesn’t Happen By Itself,” a reprint 

from a lecture delivered by Marginal Press’ Esther Vincent in 2005, emphasizes that 

publishers need to play an active role in shepherding their publications to the market: 

pitching, promoting and placing their books consciously for their target audience to find 

it. Though this may sound like common sense from a publisher’s perspective, the point is 

that artist-led publishers in particular cannot rely on the supply chain to support their 

projects. “You need to support your book the same way you would support a work of art, 

a video, or a performance,” says Vincent.40 IO’s efforts to gain distribution between 2017 

and 2019 parallels many of the experiences documented in The Grey Guide. It is 

through this similar experience that IO pivoted its energy towards internal marketing and 

publicity activities to yield more productive results for dissemination and circulation 

initially than inclusion in the distribution supply chain.  

2.5. Brand-building and Marketing an Art Publisher 

 If one side of the dissemination coin is distribution, the other side is marketing: 

raising awareness of both individual titles and the publisher’s brand amongst a target 

market. The business necessity of marketing, promoting and selling a product, is not 

always a comfortable or natural activity for artists. When the product is the creator’s 

personal expression, the stakes of “selling” feel much higher. However, the building of a 

“brand” compared to promoting an individual product is more vital in artist-led publishing 

than in traditional trade publishing. In general, trade consumers do not pay close 

attention to which publisher they’re purchasing. Buying a book is based on an individual 

author’s brand or the subject matter. It’s a different story for niche publishing. The 

publisher’s brand, their mandate, and the message of their collected list must reflect the 

values and aspirations of their primary market. In many ways, because wide distribution 

remains a challenge for these fragile, luxury products, the marketing and brand-building 

an artist-led publisher manifests through the quality of their product and their community 

engagement initiatives can yield more sales than distribution to retailers.  

 For an artist-led publisher, brand is intertwined with mandate and is therefore, its 

greatest asset. When starting out, including one or two more “popular” subjects or artists 

within an artist-led publisher’s list will help grab the market’s attention. The majority of 

                                                   
40 Vincent, 32. 
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other titles may not be widely known. IO learned this when Cabin Fever proved an 

immediate populist hit. With exquisite production choices and challenging subject matter, 

IO’s second title Black Book attracted niche connoisseurs. In this case the publisher’s 

editorial direction, design considerations and material production quality become integral 

elements in building an art publisher’s brand recognition.  

 A parallel example of brand articulated through production practice can be seen 

in Publication Studio.41 Founded in 2009 in Portland, Oregon, Publication Studio is an 

operation of 11 affiliated studios around the world. Each produce and print their own 

versions of the publisher’s titles to reflect each office’s regional flavor. Publication Studio 

Vancouver’s low-budget editions are often perfect-bound in a simple file-folder 

cardboard cover. They are produced in small runs or as print-on-demand with photocopy 

or laser jet printers. Their simplicity and uniformity are unmistakable on an art 

bookstore’s shelf and belie the high quality, critical, and experimental art or writing 

curated within. Furthermore, the affiliate studio outposts act as a brand feature and 

greatly reduce the need for overseas shipping. When one considers that alternate 

editions, ready for the avid collector, exist through Publication Studio’s parallel offices, 

this strategy shows an added level of savvy.  

 While design and production qualities have a strong bearing on the brand 

impression of an artist-led publisher, so too do that publisher’s activities within their 

market. Being a recognized art publisher based on printing style or imprint isn’t enough. 

The ways in which a publisher engages, educates, stimulates and provides a critical 

forum for its audience goes beyond building a brand. It is about building a trusted 

institution. In many ways this practice parallels that of artist-run centres. Though 

presenting curated exhibitions is integral to an artist-run centre’s mandate, peripheral 

events such as artist talks, tours, workshops and creative fundraisers all feed back into 

the centre’s reputation as a hub of cultural activity and production, that is, an institution 

within the community. An artist-led publisher, especially if based in an accessible studio 

space, gallery or storefront, can, and often does, engage with the community. The 

multiple benefits of these activities include the building of brand recognition through 

social media or branded event campaigns; increased community support through public 

                                                   
41 Not to be confused with Information Office, which people often do.  
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programming and collaborations, and an assured opportunity for direct sales through 

hosted events or participation in art book fairs. 

 Perimeter is a compelling model of artist-led publisher-as-institution based in 

Melbourne, Australia. Australia as a producer and parallel market to Canada is a natural 

choice for model study. The two nations’ Indigenous and British colonial roots, 

population distribution over a vast geographic area, and their socio-political cultures are 

very similar. Though Canada’s proximity and relationship to the United States is an 

obvious difference, both countries are faced with the challenge of geographic distance 

from the European market. Despite this isolation, and likely because of it, Australia has 

birthed a small but robust and passionate art book community. Perimeter is at the 

forefront of this community. Perimeter is a three-pillared business: its storefront, 

Perimeter Books, founded 2011; its art, architecture and photography imprint, Perimeter 

Editions, founded 2012; and its distributor, Perimeter Distribution, inherited from the art 

book and magazine distributor Modern Journal in 2013. Like many artist-run 

endeavours, directors Justine Ellis and Dan Rule were cultural workers who took the 

creative business opportunity to rent storefront space the offices of Modern Journal. The 

initial impetus behind Perimeter Books was to “open a window” between Melbourne and 

small-press publishers in Europe, the United States and Japan, as well as to showcase 

domestic small-press publications and artists, including, eventually, Perimeter Editions.42 

 A key facet of Perimeter’s continued success, and indeed the foundation upon 

which it relies, is the work Ellis, Rule and their team have put into community-building, 

programming, and marketing activities. At the core of these activities is the Perimeter 

Books shop space which, through company initiatives and focused effort, has grown into 

a cultural hub in Melbourne. In 2018, Perimeter Books hosted or was a part of a robust 

event program, including twelve “Perimeter Talks” relating to contemporary art or artist 

publishing; eight launches under the Perimeter Editions imprint; seven events, co-

produced launches, workshops and residencies with Australian partners; five book fair 

appearances; and two special “publisher survey” exhibitions, showcasing publications 

from UK publisher MACK Books and Swedish publisher Libraryman.43 This programming 

manifests the organization’s mandate of the cross-pollination of Australian and 

                                                   
42 Rule interview.  
43 Perimeter Books Program, https://www.perimeterbooks.com/blogs/program.   
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international art publishers. In addition, it serves to build Perimeter’s brand reach, 

strengthens its community, and brings readers and collectors into the bookstore space. 

Though art book fair appearances are an integral part of brand-building and international 

networking, these activities are usually a financial loss-leader due to what Rule calls the 

“tyranny of distance,” that is, being based in Australia. Social media and web marketing, 

too, contribute to maintaining engagement and growing brand recognition, but Rule finds 

little evidence that social media “follows” or “likes” translate into direct sales for any 

particular title. It is face-to-face time and effort that time and again proves essential to 

the growth of small presses. 

2.6. Information Office’s Brand Identity 

 As outlined in section 2.1, Information Office founders Barnett and Middleton had 

established individual reputations in their respective fields. By late 2018, Information 

Office’s brand as an artist-led publisher was still relatively unknown, even in Vancouver. 

Marketing of the business as a whole, rather than just individual titles, came into sharper 

focus when Middleton left Vancouver to take the helm of Art Metropole in Toronto in 

February 2019. He remained associated with IO as a co-founder, which ostensibly 

broadened IO’s presence in Canada. But with diminished Vancouver staffing, Barnett 

was forced to critically reassess the studio’s marketing efforts. 

 Information Office’s brand strategy is based on four main tenets that relate to the 

studio’s design practice, mandate, and consideration of its audience. IO is 

contemplative, contemporary, collaborative, and careful in its approach. In marketing, 

this translates to careful, consistent brand aesthetics across all pieces of promotion; 

considerate, individualized targeting for each title, and relevant, creative initiatives to 

engage its community.  

 The following marketing strategies were planned and tested with IO’s target 

audience. The strategies to utilize paid, earned, and owned marketing channels were 

drawing from trade publishing marketing techniques while aiming to enact a spirit of 

disruption, surprise or critique central to a contemporary art practice.  

 Design choices are central to the branding of a visual arts publisher. Much of IO’s 

brand aesthetic is based on Barnett’s artistic direction, which blends principles of Swiss 
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International Style and Scott Lash’s Critique of Information. Rational, minimal, and 

unaffected, the design is meant to function as a frame for content. Indeed, IO’s house 

typeface is Optimo Foundry’s “Plain” Medium and Medium Italic. Brand colours are 

black, white, 50% grey, and red-orange for accents. IO’s house style permeates every 

element of its own marketing, articulating acutely the principles of careful and 

contemporary design, while showcasing individual projects’ design characters.  

 
Figure 1. Optimo Foundry "Plain Medium."  
Designed by François Rappo, 2013. https://optimo.ch/typefaces/plain 

 When I joined the studio and began my research on implementing book 

metadata for Distribution Office, the aesthetics of a robotic “information” language 

resonated with IO’s branding. It was incorporated into the marketing copy of web and 

print materials. This format of listing elements and displaying them plainly, as in a piece 

of programming code, is a way of presenting information without privileging any part of it 

or especially persuading the viewer’s interpretation of a title’s content or form. This is 

intended to heighten the viewer’s curiosity about the publisher as a whole. Evocative 

images from the project are selected to contrast with the dry title information. Marketing 

copy is more detailed, taking style cues from a short but critical art review format. This 

style is best showcased in the 9 Books presentation, described in greater detail in 

section 3.3, as well as throughout IO’s website. 

IO’s branding elements and house aesthetics have been further built into its social media 

and web marketing strategy. Wary of social media’s (e.g. Instagram) efficacy on IO’s 

target audience, the studio’s social media approach is deliberately anti-self-promotional. 

Taking advantages of the visual format of Instagram, the feed is deliberately populated 

with past design projects, highlighting beautiful moments in the physical object against 

stark, “night shoot” settings that give an impression of happenstance discordantly set 

against rigorous, rational composition. This intentionality is further explored by selecting 

image detail to span across three-, six- or nine- square grids inherent to the Instagram 

feed. The image captions simply describe the contents of the book, often times 
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replicating its colophon. This information showcases 

all of the labour that went into the project, not only 

the design. Hashtags or callouts are used to link 

collaborators, involved institutions, contemporary art 

references and concepts—and their audiences—to 

the project. As new titles are released, more and 

more of the feed’s “real estate” will be taken by one 

project, showcasing the elements of the publication. 

Instagram is used as a living portfolio, laying out the 

story of IO as a company not through its efforts to 

point inwards at itself, but outwards to the vast 

dialectic of contemporary art within which it is 

situated. 

2.7. Information Office’s Direct 
Marketing and Pre-Sale 
Strategy  

 In 2018, I conducted a survey of 

independent bookstores, specialty art or design 

stores in the gift market, gallery and museum stores, 

and university stores. The survey investigated the 

sales experienced by these retailers, including the 

means by which they discovered new titles, factors 

behind buying decisions, and whether or not they 

used book metadata to discover books. Of 32 

respondents across Canada, 16 were from museum 

or gallery stores; 10 from trade and/or used 

bookstores; 4 specialized in visual art or design 

books; and 2 were university-based. Despite the 

small sample, the results correlate in some ways to 

publishers’ anecdotal experiences. In response to 

the question “How does your store prefer to receive 

Figure 2. Information Office’s 
Instagram Feed 
http://instagram.com/infoofficeinc 
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information about new titles?” (figure 2), 87.5% said they rely on direct communication 

from publishers in the form of a catalogue or title one-sheet.  

 
Figure 3. “How does your store prefer to receive information about new titles?”  
“Art Book Retailers Survey” (2018) 

 Though IO is concerned about it for art books, research into implementing book 

metadata through a service like BookNet Canada’s WebForm found a number of barriers 

for small art book publishing models, particularly around issues of categorization. This is 

coupled with the finding that many specialised retailers such as art- and design-specific 

shops or museum or gallery stores are either unfamiliar with book metadata standards 

such as ONIX, or are too small to engage with it. As shown in figure 2, 34.4% of 

respondents recognize and use metadata outputs in inventory programs such as 

BookManager’s Pubstock, BNC’s CataList to discover or order new titles.IO has 

implemented retailer communication in the form of its free 9 Books broadsheet 

catalogue, as well as one-sheets for individual titles.  

 The other primary “invisible” or under-recognized marketing channel for an art 

publisher’s titles are the commercial galleries or collectors of specific artists or genres. 

Though these entities do not necessarily sell publications to the public, artist books and 

monographs become, in and of themselves, marketing tools and collector objects. If a 
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commercial gallery sees the publication as relevant to their collection, it may purchase a 

quantity of books to distribute to their collectors rather than reselling to the public. Thus 

gallery or collector-targeted marketing efforts stand to have a much higher tradeoff than 

general catalogue dissemination to bookstores, which may only take a few copies on 

commission. Gallery or museum shop retail, in contrast, will purchase books primarily for 

public resale.  

Tapping into the inherent network of an artist’s commercial gallery representation 

and collectors is key to not only disseminate and sell copies of a final publication, but 

also to implement IO’s pre-sale strategy. Through a customized, individual book landing 

page on IO’s website, each forthcoming title is advertised through social media and 

direct PR. A pre-sale initiative offers “perks” such as a discount on orders, limited 

editions and other collectibles such as artist edition prints or objects. The pre-sale 

opportunity is framed as an opportunity for collectors and those who wish to support the 

project. It does not have a dollar-figure goal that determines whether the project will go 

forward or not. The project goes forward regardless.  

The goal of this strategy is to fundraise for deluxe printing specifications, such as 

next-tier papers, special printing or foils. In addition, this pre-sale strategy allows IO to 

gain a sense of public interest and numbers, helping to pad the print run and lower the 

individual unit manufacturing costs when distributor quantities are not assured. This 

model draws heavily from contemporary crowdfunding principles without the “make or 

break” urgency campaigns used on sites like Kickstarter. The strategy also developed in 

response to a number of IO artist collaborators expressing resistance to mainstream 

crowdfunding platforms, based on their impression that these platforms and explicit 

“fundraiser” promotion lowers the value and validity of a project. There is no conclusive 

evidence that using a pre-established crowdfunding platform turns collectors and 

supporters off of the artist, but IO’s commitment to protecting its artist-collaborators from 

the public perception of “selling out” or the psychological impact a failed goal-driven 

campaign is an essential tenet aspect of its approach.  

 The final and most variable component of IO’s marketing strategy is that of live 

public engagement through events, exhibitions and appearances. In the “Art Book 

Retailer Survey 2018,” 69% of retailers reported book launches or events as the highest 

occurring publisher-partnered marketing strategies (figure 3).  
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Figure 4. “Has your store ever worked with publishers on specific book marketing 

initiatives?” 
 “Art Book Retailers Survey” (2018). 

 IO aims to go beyond typical bookstore launches for live events. These initiatives 

are tailored either to the unique qualities of a particular publication, or to promote IO’s 

brand. Given IO’s pre-existing network of clients, collaborators and friends in Canada’s 

contemporary cultural sector, the shape of an event is limited only by budget and 

imagination. Film screenings, musical or art performances, panel discussions or parties 

all serve as parallels to the inherent themes of the publication or the artist’s broader 

practice. These events further expose the book, artist and publisher to a wider audience 

within the contemporary art community while boosting direct sales. Coinciding book 

launches, signings, or talks at an artist’s exhibition or art book fair are another clear 

modes of art book promotion. Since these publications are not necessarily “seasonal” in 

the same sense as their trade cousins, the release or promotion is often planned to 

coincide with a preexisting show or event the artist might be involved with. The bottom 

line, in any promotional event, is to create an engaged dialectic between the book and 

the niche contemporary art community. 
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Chapter 3.  
 
Strategy and Implementation: Marketing Projects 

This section takes the marketing and distribution research conducted through the 

fall of 2018 and applies it to three separate projects. Aveline CMS, though unrealized, is 

a proposed, ambitious artist-led CMS system with the intention of empowering 

independent publishers to become interactive nodes in the book metadata supply chain. 

The “Publications in Dialogue” Tour utilizes the global art book fair network in order to 

promote Information Office’s upcoming titles and the artists it represents. The Fonderie 

Darling 9 Books display is a hybrid of promotional display and art exhibit, conjoining 

publishing and contemporary art communities, as well as establishing and extending 

Information Office’s brand in new markets.  

3.1. Aveline CMS 

 An early gap I identified in Information Office’s operations was a lack of 

engagement with the book metadata supply chain; that is, the creation and sharing of a 

title’s metadata (information about its contents, contributors, physical specs, and market 

availability), specifically in the ONIX format. ONIX 3.0 (the Online Information Exchange) 

for Books is an international book industry standard for the exchange of bibliographic 

information written in XML code, maintained by the organization EDitEUR out of the UK. 

It is a method of machine-transmitting a wide range of book industry metadata between 

publishers, distributors, wholesalers, and retailers. Researching different title 

management and metadata-writing software revealed that few, if any, artist-led 

publishers engage with title metadata due to lack of training and resources, as well as 

the set use of categories, which is often at odds with the subjects of an artist publication. 

With the hypothesis that engaging in metadata distribution may bolster the 

discoverability of artist books, as well as the opportunity presented by the Canada 

Council’s Digital Strategies Fund, we developed a proposal for Aveline CMS in fall 2018. 

Aveline is a case management system (CMS) built for the specific needs of artist-led 

publishers, arts institutions, and retailers.  
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 The Digital Strategy Fund is a multi-phase initiative granted through the Canada 

Council. It aims to provide support to artists and arts organizations in the creation of 

digital projects. In particular the “Transformation of Organizational Models” component, 

which aims to “transform the way [arts organizations] work in order to address 

challenges, seize opportunities and adapt to a networked and connected environment,” 

resonated with the perceived lack of digital infrastructure for artist/artist-led publishers.44 

The premise of Aveline is multifaceted. It builds upon the code of Filbert, a CMS 

developed by IO colleague, developer and publisher Jeff Khonsary.45 Filbert is an XML 

program intended for inventory and sales management by arts organizations. The back-

end plugin inventory form connects to a front-end webstore. It is currently licensed to 

organizations such as Art Metropole and independent galleries with retail outlets. 

 Aveline’s code diverges from Filbert by modelling its .xml inventory form on ONIX 

conventions. Publishers populate and export their book lists as ONIX files for metadata 

feeds with bookseller databases such as Bowker, Amazon, Pubstock, BookNet 

Canada’s Biblioshare, BookManager’s Pubstock, Nielsen BookData UK, BTLF’s 

Memento, and the Library Services Centre Canada. The same .xml could be translated 

into a front-end webstore, either in as a templated design or integrated with an 

organization’s existing front-end development. Through a similar template, the inventory 

.xml is exported as a printable PDF format to act as a simple catalogue or title one-

sheet. Besides inventory, the Aveline CMS also has a customer relationship 

management inventory (CRM) to track retail and marketing partners, and manage 

shipping and distribution accounts.  

 The most experimental feature of Aveline is its networking function. All licensees 

of Aveline have the ability to link to each other’s web stores. If a user were searching for 

a title by a specific artist through one retailer, keyword results in the inventories of linked 

publishers and retailers would also be aggregated and presented. This concept utilizes 

the simple principle of a community network through which artist-run culture thrives. The 

                                                   
44 “Digital Strategy Fund: Transformation of Organizational Models.” 
https://canadacouncil.ca/funding/strategic-funds/digital-strategy-fund/transformation-of-
organizational-models  
45 The name “Aveline” is a tongue-in-cheek nod to the name Filbert, playing on the program’s 
name as a synonym for “hazelnut”; the French translation of hazelnut, aveline, was chosen to pay 
homage to the program’s foundational code as well as to resonate with its French-language 
audience.  
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system is able to both contribute to, and sidestep traditional trade channels in response 

to new forms of distribution and dissemination made possible by the network. The 

visibility and use of one “node” in the network stands to benefit all nodes.46 

 Clearly, Aveline’s features are amalgam of services that already exist, such as 

BNC’s Biblioshare/Catalist subscription and other similar ONIX-writer or title 

management softwares. It operates with similar aims as Jan Steinbach’s edcat service47. 

It is arguable whether Aveline needed to be built, instead of educating publishers and 

artist-run centres to engage with systems that already exist. My research revealed that 

the problem not that simple. Metadata supply chains, as with the wider book trade 

supply chain, were not built to accommodate particular considerations specific to artist 

publishing. In typical artist-fashion, individuals and organizations are more comfortable 

finding and building their own ways forward. It is no small matter that the project 

received twelve letters of support from artist-run centres, university and public art 

galleries, and arts organizations across Canada.  

 IO was not awarded the Digital Strategies grant with which to begin to build the 

Aveline CMS. Though the project overall was well received and seen as “useful,” 

according to a Canada Council officer, the jury felt the proposal did not have have a 

sufficiently fleshed-out plan or budget for how the product, once built, would be marketed 

to potential publishers or retailers.48 As well, the budget outline of work hours and staff 

allocation was not detailed enough. A suggestion for re-submission was to apply for 

funds for a single phase of the project and to build it over gradual stages. Given IO’s 

shift in operational capacity since the application submission in fall 2018, it is unlikely IO 

                                                   
46 Alessandro Ludovico, Post-Digital Print – The Mutation of Publishing since 1984 (Eindhoven: 
Onomatopee), 149. 
47 Edcat was founded by Steinbach, a Swiss communications designer, in 2015. Edcat’s 
cataloguing guidelines were built based on the “Manual for Artists’ Publications,” which was 
published by the Research Centre for Artists' Publications at the Weserburg (Bremen), the 
Mednarodni grafični likovni center (MGLC) (Ljubljana) and CNEAI (Centre national de l'édition et 
l'art imprimé, Chatou) in 2010. According to Steinbach, edcat has up to 200 possible fields to be 
filled out, but only 4 fields at a minimum are required to create a record—book title, author name, 
publisher, and year. Images are an increasingly important part of the record, but not mandatory: 
the belief is that if records with minimum data are added, contributors with missing pieces of the 
puzzle will be able to edit. It’s important to note that unlike ONIX, ISBN is not a required field. The 
database recognizes the reality that just because many zines, books, and print ephemera exist 
outside of the trade supply chain does not mean they should exist outside of any collective data 
field. Jan Steinbach (founder, edcat.net) interview with author March 13, 2019. 
48 Mark Fournel (Canada Council officer) email to Jonathan Middleton, April 2, 2019.  
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will apply again unless in a support role with another established art book distributor or 

developer with pre-existing infrastructure, personnel, and digital project management 

experience for this endeavor.  

3.2.  “Publications in Dialogue” Art Book Fair Tour 

Communications are about culture, not in proximity, but culture at a distance. 
Culture-at-a-distance involves either communication coming from a distance or 
the people coming from a distance in order to meet face to face.49  

 Occasionally a project is built in response to a grant, not the other way around, 

as is often the case for a niche practice that does not fit into one clear funding stream. 

Weighing the operational priorities of IO in the wake of Middleton’s departure in early 

2019, promotional initiatives to raise its brand awareness as a publisher and not merely 

a design service became key. The International Presence Program (IP), funded through 

the British Columbia Ministry of Tourism, Arts and Culture was formed to support BC 

artists and arts organizations to “[expand] into new markets, to increase the capacity of 

the sector and to create opportunities for new and promising relationships between 

B.C.’s arts and culture sector and international counterparts.”50 The first component, 

“International Arts Promotion, Representation and Export,” appeared to align with an 

artist-led publishing business model which uses publications as the creative export of its 

artists. Seeing the 2019/2020 year as pivotal to establish IO’s INFO imprint within the 

international market, a key way to reach the art book network is through art book fairs. 

Art book fairs are a growing platform for direct sales, public presentation both through 

exhibitor tables and moderated talks, and perhaps most importantly, industry networking. 

 The “Publications in Dialogue” tour was proposed so that IO, the publisher, would 

act as a representative of the artists and institutions to be published in 2020. 

Forthcoming titles under the INFO imprint have been gestating both in co-pub 

arrangements and under IO’s own editorial direction. Based on a network of international 

art book fairs that occur throughout the year, the project sent an IO representative and 

                                                   
49 Boden and Molotch qtd in Scott Lash, Critique of Information (London: Sage Publishing, 2002), 
206. 
50 International Presence Grant Application Guidelines. 
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/sports-culture/arts-culture/creative-economy/international-
presence-creative-economy 
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facilitated an artist-author or institutional representative (such as a curator or director) 

into contact with a “local” counterpart for a public dialogue related to their publication or 

research interests. The community of contemporary art publishing is one that actively 

engages in dialogue, presentation, and critical reflection by its proponents. By bringing 

the INFO imprint and collaborators together with counterparts in the international market, 

IO makes the case for its relevance and contribution to the field, as well as fulfilling the 

objective of creative export. In March 2019 Information Office received approval and 

significant funding to attend six international destinations.  

 My role as manager for the project included balancing logistical planning and 

promotion strategy. One of the inconvenient qualities of art book fairs as a nascent 

international industry is that fair dates were only announced a few months in advance. 

This complicated scheduling. However, by collating known previous fair dates, gathering 

information from other practitioners, and investigating new fairs through listings provided 

on art publishing resources such as Printed Matter Inc.’s Art Book Fair page, I was able 

to estimate an approximate 2020 timeline for over 40 fairs in North America, Europe, 

Asia and Australia. These fairs mostly occur between May and November (an exception 

being the Melbourne Art Book Fair, which has generally occurred in March).51  

 The next step was to select top destinations based on IO’s pre-existing network 

connections as well as market viability for specific titles and artists in these destinations. 

For example, a completed component of the tour brought IO to the Melbourne Art Book 

Fair, March 13–15 2020. This leg of the tour supported Lorna Brown, artist, curator, and 

editor of the Morris and Helen Belkin’s four-part exhibition and INFO co-publication of 

Beginning with the Seventies. Together we worked with Vicki Couzens, a Gunditjmara 

citizen, to present and engage in the panel discussion themed “The Embodied Archive 

and Social Activism,” which explored Brown and Couzens’ practices of engaging with 

institutional and living archives, such as Indigenous Traditional Knowledge and its 

keepers. The project also provided for an IO representative to participate as a 

representative and exhibitor in the book fair itself. In that role, I organized a number of 

in-person meetings with fine art and art history academics, as well as Dan Rule of 

Perimeter Books, to showcase our current and forthcoming titles personally with the 

intention of broadening our distribution network to the Australian public. An extra benefit 

                                                   
51 See Appendix 2: 2019 International Art Book Fair Listing 
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of this trip, as a non-local exhibitor, was that Brown and I were each able to connect with 

a number of Australian and international exhibitors and presenters with whom we spent 

time outside of the fair, sharing our respective practices and industry experience.  

 A few other fairs were clear picks between our books’ subjects, author’s, and 

extended artistic network. These include the Acid-Free Book Market, Los Angeles; Miss 

Read, Berlin; and Unlimited Edition Book Fair, Seoul. Planning for remaining 

destinations largely depended on feasibility of travel, planning a local event, and timing. 

Viable options include Printed Matter Art Book Fair, New York; Index, Mexico City; 

Tokyo Art Book Fair, Tokyo; and a sprinkling of fairs around Europe and the United 

Kingdom. Key criteria in choosing a fair to attend was the “fit” between our collaborators 

and the destination organization with whom we would be presenting. Research interests 

and contemporary issues must be aligned both with the speakers and with the local 

context in which they present. This way, art practices and investigations that have 

traditionally been represented as “regional” by British Columbian- or Canadian-based 

institutions are strategically situated within an international conversation. Added to the 

balance was choosing fairs that catered to an appropriate market for IO titles, including 

language and relevant social themes.  

 The marketing and promotion for the tour strategy included coordinated 

announcements of both “dialogue events” and fair attendance through both IO and 

partner social media channels, as well as updates throughout the tour in the form of 

video-blog or “live” posts. Other marketing materials included the free 9 Books catalogue 

of titles included (produced originally for the Fonderie Darling presentation, detailed in 

the following section), exhibitor booth signage, and potentially INFO imprint-branded 

merchandise. 

3.3. Fonderie Darling 9 Books Installation 

 The Fonderie Darling (English: Darling Foundry) is an artist-run centre, exhibition 

space, studio and international artist residency in Montréal’s harbourside district. It 

opened as an exhibition space in 2002 and steadily gained ownership of the heritage 

foundry it calls home. Fonderie Darling programs yearly exhibitions, performances and 

public parties. One unique feature to the gallery is its “Platforme” (Reading Platform), a 

small, raised, three-walled annex situated in the flow space between the front lobby and 
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Fonderie’s smaller gallery space. Opposite the Platforme is a permanent floating shelf in 

the shape of a horizontal, rectangular cubby. In the past, individual artist projects that 

invite user interaction have been installed here. Local artist-led publisher displays, 

including Montréal-based publishers Anteism and Le Laps have also been featured. 

Previous publisher displays were generally simple, presenting a selection of the 

publisher’s list and a short didactic text about the publisher’s background. When curator 

Ji-Yoon Han approached Middleton in winter 2018/19 about an IO display to coincide 

with summer 2019 programming, the precedent and promotional opportunity seemed 

like a no-brainer. By spring 2019 IO had at least seven artist books and gallery co-

publications in the works (as well as at least eight titles produced as design contracts 

between 2017 and 2019) but only two released titles under the INFO imprint: Cabin 

Fever co-published with the Vancouver Art Gallery and the artist book Black Book by 

Hyung-Min Yoon. Cabin Fever was all but sold out and it seemed a weak presentation to 

have only Black Book on offer.52  

 The solution lay in the Ministry of Tourism, Arts and Culture International 

Presence funds received in February 2019 (detailed in the previous section). The 

installation strategy shifted from promoting previous titles to promoting forthcoming ones. 

This provided the framework for the international art book fair tour outlined in the 

“Publications in Dialogue Tour” grant application. Given the particular elements of the 

space — the platform, three walls, and cubby-shelf opposite —we approached the 

design of project like an artist installation, intended to express the company in an 

unexpected way. Key elements of the installation were a free catalogue outlining 

forthcoming projects, juxtaposed against a backdrop provided by the Platforme walls.  

 The final concept of the installation did not represent the book objects in final, 

diagrammatic detail. Instead, using IO’s house style, it presented facets of information 

about the forthcoming titles. On first entering the annex space, a viewer meets the 

floating rectangular shelf to their right. Instead of books, a vinyl didactic of white text on a 

black ground bearing IO’s logo mark and a short description of the company in English 

and French is installed inside the shelf’s cavity. Directly opposite is the Platforme, in 

which three walls are covered from floor to ceiling in a wallpaper of narrow columns 

                                                   
52 An early conception of the installation, in the face of this dilemma, was to send an excess of 
copies of Black Book so that the floating shelf opposite the Platforme could be kept stocked to 
capacity throughout the summer. Needless to say this idea was abandoned.  
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containing rhythmic black text, creating an even “greyness.” Sitting in the middle of the 

Platforme are hefty stacks of folded broadsheet catalogues, bearing a bold black and 

white typographic stylization of the title “9 Books”. Upon closer inspection, the wallpaper 

reveals spare, technical listings of nine titles, including their contributors, language, 

release information, and physical specifications. Laid out in both English and French and 

repeated to create a mesmerizing pattern across the space, this enigmatic description of 

IO’s projects borrowed from conventions of book metadata: a completely descriptive 

display of content. This cold view of the publications comes into rich contrast when the 

viewer opens a copy of the newsprint catalogue. Each spread is devoted to a 

publication, opening on the verso with a column of the title data as well as a more 

detailed description of the project.53 From there, a “constellation” of images related to the 

research and contents project expanded across the spread, sprinkled with pull quotes 

and reviews. The effect is one of a mood board, sketch book, or mind map connecting 

visual elements with the themes of the publication. The combined effect of the austere 

wallpaper and joyful, almost frenetic layout of the catalogue allows viewers to 

conceptualize the materials and contents of the titles in their own time without a fixed or 

finalized book object. 

                                                   
53 The free broadsheet format seemed to be a foil to the intense attention to detail and material 
employed in Information Office’s finished publications. The format was inspired by free 
magazines and artist projects I’d collected from art centres and bookstores in Toronto and 
Portland, for instance a zine publication project produced by A24, an indie film production 
company. 
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Figure 5. Fonderie Darling Head Curator Ji-Yoon Han at the opening celebration of 

9 Books on the Reading Platform, Fonderie Darling, Montreal QC.  
Photo by Adrián Morillo. Image courtesy of Fonderie Darling.  

I had the honour of representing IO at the opening of Fonderie Darling’s summer 

programming in June 2019. At the opening, curator Han introduced each installation to 

the group assembled, including the IO display. This introduction and the ability to 

represent and discuss our mandate directly to a segment of our target audience was an 

incredible privilege. After the opening, Han remarked that the intervention was 

“extraordinary” and “inspiring”, noting that she had been “a bit frustrated at first when 

[we] said [we] did not want any existing book [sic] in the Platform,” but said that “in the 

end [the] gesture with the wallpaper and the newspaper [was] so much more clever.”54  

It is difficult to measure the effect an installation such as 9 Books had on IO. 

According to Han, Fonderie Darling and the IO installation saw over 2,100 visitors 

throughout the summer season, though only about 400 copies of the 9 Books catalogue 

appear to have been taken.55 The event was beneficial in building initial brand 

recognition. It is, however, too early to measure any long term effect of “soft sell” 

                                                   
54 Ji-Yoon Han (curator of Fonderie Darling) email correspondence with author, July 11, 2019. 
55 Ji-Yoon Han email, Sept 3, 2019. 
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displays in relation to building future collaborations or generating book sales. It was clear 

that direct engagement, aided by free promotion like the 9 Books catalogue (at art book 

fairs, for instance), creates an entry for viewers to engage, an opportunity to build 

context, and an affirmation of the brand. 
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Chapter 4.  
 
Conclusion: Art Publishing in the Post-Digital Era 

 Since I started my work and research with Information Office in August 2018, I 

have gathered a number of consistent responses or perceptions of art and artist-led 

publishing. From those who are unfamiliar with art publishing industries beyond general 

interest, large-format coffee table books, the purpose or function of artist books is 

somewhat confusing. In answer to my research interests and my work with IO, some 

reply, “But is there any point in printing books, any more? Isn’t everything digital now?” 

This statement belies starker questions: “Why do you do this? What’s the point?” In 

many ways this report has been a journey through my own thinking and critical discourse 

in order to understand and form an authentic answer to these questions.  

First, as to digital publishing, I would be the last person to refute digital 

technology and the power of publishing via the Internet. As a medium and a means of 

dissemination, publishing online or in a digital format holds a great many advantages 

over print. Alessandro Ludovico, author of Post-Digital Print: The Mutation of Publishing 

Since 1980, also explores the use-value of digital publishing. I believe that in terms of 

trade publishing, the necessity of physically printing books is diminishing, especially as 

future generations learn to read, study and browse in digital formats. For art publishing, 

on the other hand, the materiality and user experience inherent in print books are the 

core of art book concept and design. A well-considered art book takes into account the 

sequencing and interrelationships of content between spreads and sections. Similar to 

how art objects are curated in a gallery space, the dialectic that is formed by physical 

proximity represents a series of conscious and critical decisions on the part of the 

curator, editor, or designer. This quality exists differently in digital space. Furthermore, 

the use of an increasingly anachronistic technology lends itself to artistic expression and 

experimentation. As curator Nat Muller put it,  

In this context we view the act of publishing as a gesture that accommodates the 
political, the artistic, and in some cases, the defiant… a gesture is something 
preceding the action, and therefore signifies motion and agency of the most 
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expressive and potent kind, precisely because it is so wrought with 
intentionality.56  

For these reasons, the materiality of bookmaking is linked to the concept of an art book; 

the medium and physicality often justifies its own use.  

 Second, the economics of making artworks does not necessarily make sense to 

those who are not invested in cultural industries. To say that it is a challenge to make a 

sustainable living as an artist is a vast understatement. But art-making exists to 

challenge media, conventions, and human experience. From my perspective, art 

publishing is an extension of this: it can function as a medium through which artists 

express a concept. Furthermore, art publishing, particularly the artist-led publishing 

models I discuss in the first part of this paper, acts as a support structure or translator to 

artistic practice and institutional curation. Publishing allows an exhibition to exist beyond 

the temporal experience of a gallery installation. It allows the dissemination of an artist’s 

practice, at any stage of an artist’s career, either by the artist themselves or as part of a 

curatorial program. Art books offer a lower barrier for viewers to collect, consume, and 

circulate art. They act as a link in a counter-public network while providing an opportunity 

for art to reach mainstream consumption.  

 Art publishing will continue, simply, because those passionate about it will 

continue to make art books. Doubtless, the form will continue to evolve as print and 

publishing technologies are invented, evolve, and become obsolete. The pertinent 

question for practitioners, then, is “How do we do this?” How do we get these books into 

the world; how do we reach new audiences; how do we sustain ourselves? 

 This project report has demonstrated a few key ways a small publishing studio 

can grow and disseminate. Within Canada, co-publishing models as well as federal or 

provincial subsidy provide a financial foundation for individual projects, marketing 

initiatives, or operations. Beyond this, publishers can find ways to tap into creative e-

commerce strategies, pre-sale opportunities, and live engagement with the wider art 

community. These approaches to marketing, fundraising and dissemination may be 

tailored to a publisher’s needs and specific niche.  

                                                   
56 Ludovico, 115. 
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 There are even more strategies for artist-led publishers to explore and expand. 

Though I did not go into too much depth in this report, much of my early research 

involved understanding ONIX and Thema book metadata conventions and testing how 

these conventions might be applied to artist books. I believe that dissemination is not 

only for physical books, but also for book data. There have been some attempts by the 

gallery and independent art publishing community to engage with creating and releasing 

book metadata, but very little of this work has been effectively collectivized. However, 

the need for the art publishers to organize as a network has become more urgent than 

ever before.  

 Since March 2020 — the post-coronavirus world — the ability to network through 

art book fairs or public events has been greatly threatened. Prohibitions on international 

travel and public gathering forced many art book fairs to adapt quickly. As a result, some 

of most established fairs including the Tokyo Art Book Fair and New York Art Book Fair 

created online festival spaces. Vancouver Art Book Fair was one of the leaders in this 

pivot to an online environment, to generally positive results. However, these changes 

have made clear that publishers cannot solely rely on fairs as their primary means of 

networking and dissemination. The pivot into the digital environment must continue to 

include art book data trade. 

 Progress in the virtual art book trade is being made. Jan Steinbach’s edcat.net is 

an early example of an alternative book database that has created its own ecommerce 

platform. Edcat’s Marketplace function allows all participating publishers to interact in 

one virtual place. One drawback, at this point, to edcat is that the data submitted is not 

fed to wider trade distribution channels. Under the direction of Jonathan Middleton and 

the groundwork we laid with Distribution Office, Art Metropole has begun to focus its 

institutional energy towards Canadian art book distribution. Since 2020, Art Met has 

been collecting metadata in order to produce ONIX records for dissemination. The long 

term effects have yet to be seen, but I’m hopeful. On August 17th 2021, the TXT working 

group was reanimated with the intention of creating a national art book association, to 

support, learn and share experiences particularly around distribution. 

At the time of writing this conclusive section, Information Office has refined its 

outlook and philosophy as a business. IO was signed for worldwide exclusive distribution 

with Idea Books, out of the Netherlands, with the exception of Art Metropole acting as 
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Canadian distributor. Though delayed by the external forces of 2020, the INFO imprint 

published three more titles, with many more in production.  

In interview, Dan Rule of Perimeter Editions said this of art publications: “There’s 

no market waiting for it. It’s something we all have to generate.”57 These words continue 

to resonate as the early days of IO’s history concludes and moves towards a phase of 

growth. Where mainstream publishing structures might fail us, the effectiveness of what 

we can make of our mandate, our brand, and our projects is limited only by the creativity 

and energy we apply to our marketing channels. The power to tell the story of our work 

through evolving digital media, to share our work through new marketplaces, and to 

promote through direct engagement are methods that should not be undervalued.  

 

                                                   
57 Rule interview.   
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Appendix A. 
 
Information Office titles under the INFO imprint, 
2018–2020 

Cabin Fever, 2018. Edited by Bruce Grenville, Jennifer M. Volland, Stephanie Rebick. 

Co-published with the Vancouver Art Gallery. ISBN 978-1988860008. 

Black Book, 2018. Artist book by Hyung-Min Yoon. ISBN 978-1988860015. 

Wordless: The Performance Art of Rebecca Belmore, 2019. Edited by Florene Belmore. 

Co-published with grunt gallery, Vancouver BC. ISBN 978-1988860060. 

Beginning with the Seventies, 2020. Edited by Lorna Brown. Co-published with the 

Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery, Vancouver, BC. ISBN 978-1988860084. 
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Appendix B. 
 
International Art Book Fair Listing, 2019 

Title Date 2019 Location Website 

Canada    

Edition Toronto (International Art 

Book Fair, part of Art TO) 

Oct 24–27 Toronto, ON http://www.editiontoron

to.com/ 

Toronto Art Book Fair hiatus Toronto, ON https://www.torontoart

bookfair.com/ 

Vancouver Art Book Fair Oct 18–20 Vancouver, BC http://vancouverartboo

kfair.com/19/ 

Volume Montreal (Conference/Book 

Fair) 

Oct 1–6 Montreal, QC https://volumemtl.art/e

n/home/ 

Prairie Art Book Fair (Plug-In ICA) On hiatus Winnipeg, MB  

USA/Mexico    

Acid-Free Art Book Market Nov 1–3 LA, CA http://acid-free.info 

NY Art Book Fair Sept 20–22 NYC, NY https://printedmatterart

bookfairs.org/ 

LA Art Book Fair Apr 12–14 LA, CA https://printedmatterar

tbookfairs.org/ 

San Francisco Art Book Fair Jul 19–21 San Francisco, CA https://sfartbookfair.co

m/ 

Independent Art Book Fair LA Apr 12–14 LA, CA http://independentartbo

okfair.com/ 

Independent Art Book Fair NY Sep 20–22 NYC, NY http://independentartbo

okfair.com/ 

Chicago Art Book Fair Nov 15–17 Chicago http://www.cabf.no-

coast.org/ 
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Title Date 2019 Location Website 

Detroit Art Book Fair Oct 12–13 Detroit, MI https://detroitartbookfai

r.com/ 

Boston Art Book Fair Nov 8–10 Boston, MA http://bostonartbookfair

.com 

Philadelphia Art Book Fair On hiatus Philadelphia PA http://www.phlartbookf

air.com/ 

DC Art Book Fair Jul 7 Washington, DC https://dcartbookfair.tu

mblr.com/about 

College Art Association Conference 

Book Fair 

Feb 13–16 Chicago, IL https://www.collegeart.

org/programs/conferen

ce/conference2019  

Index ABF On hiatus Mexico City, MX http://indexartbookfair.

com/ 

Europe    

Offprint London May 17–19 London, GB http://offprint.org/ 

Offprint Paris Nov 7–10 Paris, FR http://offprint.org/ 

Volumes Nov 29–Dec 1 Zurich, CH https://www.volumeszu

rich.ch/ 

I Never Read Jun 12–15 Basel, CH https://www.ineverread

.com/ 

Miss Read May 3–5 Berlin, DE http://missread.com/ 

Friends With Books Sep 20–22 Berlin, DE https://friendswithbook

s.org/ 

Cologne Art Book Fair Jul 6–7 Cologne, DE http://thecologneartboo

kfair.com/ 

Vienna Art Book Fair Oct 4–6 Vienna, AT  

Stockholm Art Book Fair Apr 12–14 Stockholm, SE https://www.stockholm

artbookfair.se/ 
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Title Date 2019 Location Website 

Amsterdam Art Book Fair Nov 22-–24 Amsterdam, NL http://www.looiersgrac

ht60.org/calendar/even

t/printing-plant-art-

book-fair-2019 

Dublin Art Book Fair Nov 21–Dec 1 Dublin, IE http://www.templebarg

allery.com/gallery/exhi

bition/dublin-art-book-

fair-art-architecture 

London Art Book Fair (Whitechapel) Sep 6–9 London, GB https://www.whitechap

elgallery.org/exhibition

s/london-art-book-fair-

2019/ 

Libros Mutantes Apr 26–28 Madrid, SP https://librosmutantes.c

om/ 

Bergen ABF Nov 14–17 Bergen, NO https://bergenartbookfa

ir.no/About 

Ghent Art Book Fair May 11–12 Ghent, BE https://ghentartbookfair

.org/ 

Asia-Pacific    

Tokyo Art Book Fair Jul 12–15 Tokyo, Japan https://tokyoartbookfair

.com/en/ 

Unlimited Edition Book Fair Nov 15–17 Seoul, Korea http://unlimited-

edition.org/?ckattempt

=2 

Taipei Art Book Fair Oct 18–20 Taipei, Taiwan https://www.facebook.c

om/taipeiartbookfair/ 

Unfold Shanghai ABF May 17–19 Shanghai http://www.shanghaiart

bookfair.com/ 

abC Beijing Jun 6–9 Beijing http://artbookinchina.co

m/en/ 
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Title Date 2019 Location Website 

abC Shanghai Aug 30–Sep1 Shanghai http://artbookinchina.co

m/en/ 

Singapore Art Book Fair Jun 28–30 Singapore https://singaporeartboo

kfair.org/ 

Fully Booked Mar 18–20 Dubai, UAE http://www.fullybooked.

site/ 

Melbourne Art Book Fair Mar 15–17 Melbourne AU https://www.ngv.vic.go

v.au/whats-

on/programs-

events/art-book-fair/ 
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Appendix C. 
 
Information Office 9 Books Catalogue, designed by Emma Walter and Derek Barnett, Newsprint. 2019. 
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